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Abstract

ABSTRACT:

Popular US queer discourses endow gay men and lesbians with the ability to determine the queerness of another person with a mere glance. Although the same discourses construct this queer-detecting “gaydar” as an inborn talent, I argue that it is, in fact, a form of “skilled vision” (Graseni 2004, 2007) that anyone can acquire through sufficient socialization with gay men and lesbians. As much as it is about looking, it is equally about being looked at. In this article, I illustrate the cultural workings of gaydar using ethnographic data gathered during ongoing fieldwork among Taipei’s gay “Bears.” After tracing the origins of the Taiwanese Bear through Japan and ultimately back to the US, I critically examine how Taipei’s Bears embody Bearness through their clothes and bodily movements. I draw two conclusions. First, while the Bear...
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